Modular Buildings
for Sports & Leisure

PERMASPACE

SiBCAS

THE WINNING COMBINATION

Top level experience and high performance products
Everyone from individual parents to schools and government bodies now
recognises that an investment in healthy living benefits society as a whole.
This has led to a growing demand for appropriate sport and leisure facilities.
The unpredictable UK climate makes good covered facilities essential to
ensuring sports and leisure pursuits can continue whatever the weather.
SiBCAS has a proven 40-year track record of working closely with a variety of
sports and leisure bodies to provide high quality, convenient and cost-effective
buildings that meet the nation’s demand for high quality sports facilities.
We build flexible modular accommodation for local authorities, independent
sports clubs, schools and colleges, and other organisations such as
Manchester City FC and Burnley FC. The Permaspace system is in a league of
its own when it comes to meeting the needs of the sports and leisure market.
At SiBCAS we don’t just build and fit out modular buildings, we create the
environments required to help deliver sporting success and improve the health
of the nation. Please contact us at any of our regional centres or visit our
website at www.sibcas.co.uk.
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Champion Solutions . . . Join the winning team
With SiBCAS you get much more than just a building. As soon as you call,
the entire project is handled by our professionals in a unique ‘Start to
Finish‘ package. Drafting of drawings, structural calculations, submissions
to local authorities, foundation and service works are only part of the
package deal offered. From the initial design stage to the connection of
the telephone we’ll relieve you of all the potential headaches and time
consuming detail.
With SiBCAS all you have to do is pick up the phone, and then pick up the
keys.
We are members of the Modular and Portable Building Association
(MPBA), Constructionline, the Contractors Health and Safety Assessment
Scheme (CHAS), and EXOR to name but a few. SiBCAS also operates to BS
EN ISO 9001:2000 standards for design, manufacture and rental.

ISO 14001
Registered

Environmental
Management

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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SiBCAS

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY CHALLENGE

Sports block

Permaspace tops the league
Whether you need a single school sports changing room due to increased
pupil numbers or a complete clubhouse for a sports club, the SiBCAS
Permaspace system combines the comfort and reliability of a permanent
building with the flexibility and efficiency of off-site manufacture.

Why rent?
The benefits of renting include:
• Buildings can be installed quickly
• No ongoing maintenance issues
• Low capital cost as the rent can be paid monthly
• Ease of expansion by adding modules to the building
• Quick and easy removal of building from the site when rental ends

SAMPLE PLANS
The following represent a few sample floor plans. Please contact us to
discuss your exact requirements as many more are available.
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Changing room

optional extras
Planning
Building Control
Design and Space Planning
Air Conditioning
Voice and Data Installations
Projectors and Smart Boards
Fire Alarms
Intruder Alarms
CCTV
Controlled Entry Systems
Timed Heating Systems
Period Bells
Furniture
Foundations and Groundworks
Service Connections
Electrical Testing and Certification

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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CASE STUDY

MANCHESTER CITY FC, MANCHESTER

THE BRIEF
The new owners at Manchester City FC are investing heavily in the quality
of facilities they provide their elite athletes. Another client, Portsmouth
FC, recommended SiBCAS to the English Premier League club to provide
high-quality medical and rehabilitation facilities at their Carrington
training ground. It was imperative that the building reflected the club’s
very high standards in their bid to become one of the world’s footballing
superpowers.

PROJECT SCALE
• 345 square metres
• one storey

BUILDING USE
• Doctors Office

• Massage Rooms

• Ultrasound Room

• Rehabilitation Room

• Medical Administration

• First Team Treatment Room
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CHALLENGES
• Tight timescales from order to handover
• Potentially hazardous power line proximity
• Linking to an existing building
• High lux level in the treatment area

OUTCOME
The buildings were successfully installed on time, within budget and to the
highest standards. We fitted out the Permaspace building in our factorycontrolled environment, and our experienced craftsmen selected and
installed only the highest quality materials and finishes. The treatment
areas had specialist lighting installed to achieve 1000 lux at bed height
without compromising the aesthetic finish. The building exceeded the
client’s expectation in terms of quality and SiBCAS were once again
commended for our outstanding service.

when you team up with SiBCAS you
get much more than a building

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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CASE STUDY

GULLANE GOLF CLUB

THE BRIEF

CHALLENGES

A temporary building was required to accommodate a Members

Close liaison was required with the club from the outset.

Clubhouse, Secretaries Office and changing room with showers

The design and overall presentation had to be of the highest

and toilets.

standard, particularly as Gullane GC is without question one of
the most prestigious clubs in Scotland where the expectations

PROJECT SCALE

of both the members and visitors is of an extremely high

• Size: 12.9m x 9.75m (40’ x 32’) 10.97m x 3.04m (36’ x 10’)
6.09m x 3.04m (20’ x 10’) 14.63m x 3.04m (48’ x 10’)

level. The client had to ensure that facilities were in place
whilst renovations to their main building were carried out.
We were recommended by a secretary of another Golf Club

• Timescale: 10 Weeks

which therefore necessitated us maintaining our reputation
in the early exchanges and then both during and following
installation of the buildings.
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OUTCOME
The building was delivered in line with the client’s expectations
and to their complete satisfaction. Gullane experiences an
extremely high number of visitors enjoying any one of the
three renowned courses, who then expect a comfortable
facility to finish off the experience. A number of very positive
comments have been made regarding the ambience achieved
within the building and overall facility provided.

BUILDING USE
• Members Clubhouse
• Secretaries Office
• Changing Room with showers and toilets.

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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CASE STUDY

EAST MANCHESTER ACADEMY

THE BRIEF

CHALLENGES

To supply a changing facility complete with showers to full DDA2

The building had to be delivered and

specification as part of the academy’s expansion of their sports

installed within a live school to very

curriculum

exacting time scales.
As the changing facility was to be

PROJECT SCALE

sited within the grounds of the new

• Size: 24.4m x 9.75m (80’ x 32’)

academy, the building was to ‘fit in’

• Timescale: 2 weeks install. Civils by Cruden Construction.

with the surrounding buildings and

• Hire Period: 2 year minimum hire period

offer an internal finish to match the
quality that the academy already offers.

BUILDING USE

All challenges were accomplished.

Changing rooms complete with showers, toilets and office.

OUTCOME

“The PE Department are delighted with their new
environment, being particularly impressed by the
space at their disposal and the quality of finish, which
exceeded their expectations” Guy Hutchence
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The building was delivered on time and
on budget, with the academy being very
pleased with the finished product.

contact SiBCAS today on 01506 633122 or visit our website at www.sibcas.co.uk

Work with winners in the sports & leisure sector
At SiBCAS we pride ourselves on ensuring that the transition to your new
temporary accommodation is seamless, and we understand just how
important this is to our clients in the sports and leisure sector.
We take your input very seriously, and our experience working with
local authorities, independent sports clubs, schools and colleges across
the country means you can trust SiBCAS to provide high-performance
facilities.
Our satisfied clients around the UK include professional football clubs
such as such as Manchester City FC, Bolton Wanderers and Burnley FC,
rugby clubs such as Edinburgh Academy and prestigious golf clubs such as
Gullane.
Please contact us for a quote or to discuss your requirements in detail at
any of our regional centres, or visit our website at
www.sibcas.co.uk.

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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SCOTLAND
Easton Road
Bathgate
West Lothian
EH48 2SF
Tel: 01506 633122
Fax: 01506 634320

NORTH EAST & YORKSHIRE
Salters Lane
Sedgefield Industrial Estate
Sedgefield
Stockton-on-Tees
TS21 3EE
Tel: 01740 622434
Fax: 01740 622770

NORTH WEST
Chanters Industrial Estate
Atherton
Manchester
M46 9BP
Tel: 01942 896688
Fax: 01942 894967

MIDLANDS & SOUTH
Brickyard Lane
Studley
Warwickshire
B80 7GA
Tel: 01527 850100
Fax: 01527 850200

BATHGATE

SEDGEFIELD

ATHERTON

STUDLEY

enquiries@sibcas.co.uk
www.sibcas.co.uk

